Best Practices for Live I/ITSEC 2020

The event space will be configured for social distancing for exhibitors and attendees. Some considerations that will be put in place include:

- Attendee seating with appropriate spacing (reduced attendee capacity)
- Exhibit Hall floor plan with spacing allocations/attendee counts
- Attendee flow will be monitored into meeting rooms and exhibit hall
- Plexiglass at registration counters
- Additional signage, floor decals, and directions for health guidelines
- Cleaning supplies on tables for attendees to wipe down
- Regularly clean and sanitize spaces across the show venues
- No pre-set pens/paper in meeting rooms
- Limit touch points throughout the facilities including through cashless systems for all transactions
- Larger panelist head tables and stages

Meal adjustments will be made as eating with masks on is not possible. Some considerations that will be put in place include:

- During receptions, multiple bars to allow social distancing
- Staggering meals to avoid crowds
- Offering meals in boxes or other contactless options
- Plated meal service where attendees can eat at social distance

Sanitation and disinfection protocols will be in place in meeting and guest rooms. Some considerations that will be put in place include:

- Hand sanitizing stations
- Mobile phone cleaners
- Increased air filtration in meeting rooms